Abstract-In this paper, we propose to reduce the complexity of both the Approx-Log-MAP algorithm as well as of the MaxLog-MAP algorithm, which were designed for soft-decision aided PSK detectors. First of all, we extend the shown a posteriori PSK symbol probability formula and streamline it by eliminating its unnecessary calculations in the context of the Approx-Log-MAP algorithm. Secondly, we reduce the complexity of the MaxLog-MAP algorithm, where the maximum a posteriori symbol probability may be obtained without evaluating and comparing all the candidate symbol probabilities. Furthermore, we apply our new soft detection arrangement to a variety of coded systems. Our simulation results demonstrate that a significant detection complexity reduction was achieved by our design without any performance loss. For example, a factor two complexity reduction was achieved by the proposed Max-Log-MAP algorithm, when it was invoked for detecting QPSK symbols, which is expected to be significantly higher, when invoked for 16QAM.
I. INTRODUCTION
Channel coding is an essential component of virtually all communication systems. The classic BCJR algorithm of [1] invoked the MAP algorithm for channel decoding. Following the conception of the Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) [2] for reducing the complexity of the MAP algorithm, substantial research efforts have been dedicated to channel codes. An outstanding invention was the Log-MAP algorithm [3] , which operates the MAP algorithm in the logarithm domain. The sub-optimal Max-Log-MAP algorithm was also proposed in [3] , which searched for the two maximum a posteriori symbol probabilities having their specific bit fixed to 1 and 0, respectively. In order to compensate for the sub-optimal Max-Log-MAP algorithm, the so-called Approx-Log-MAP algorithm was proposed in [4] , which relied on a look-up table in order to take into account the differences between the candidates. Since then, the Approx-Log-MAP algorithm and the Max-Log-MAP algorithm have been widely used for soft-decision aided detection schemes.
The significant technical breakthrough of Turbo Codes (TCs) was proposed in [5] , where a substantial performance improvement was achieved by exchanging extrinsic information between two Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) decoders. Since then, the appealing iterative decoding of concatenated codes has inspired numerous researchers to aim for achieving a near-capacity performance in diverse system
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contexts [6] - [9] . In [10] , the PSK demodulator was modified to be able to process soft bits, so that exchanging extrinsic information may be carried out between the outer channel decoder and the inner PSK demodulator. Moreover, the EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts was proposed in [11] for analyzing the convergence behaviour of turbo detection. In order to eliminate the error floor often observed in twocomponent concatenated codes, it was proposed in [12] that a further Unity Rate Code (URC) may be incorporated, so that an infinitesimally low BER may be achieved by a threestage turbo detector. Furthermore, the IRregular Convolutional Code (IRCC) concept [13] was proposed to replace the regular convolutional codes, where the area between the EXIT curve of the outer channel code and that of the inner amalgamated URC and PSK block was minimized. As a result, a vanishingly low BER may be achieved at a near-capacity SNR [6] , [14] .
As researchers have inched closer and closer to the channel capacity, the complexity of the resultant communication systems was increased. The soft-decision aided PSK demodulators typically contribute a large portion of the turbo detection complexity. Therefore, in this paper, we revisit the design of soft-decision aided PSK demodulators and seek to reduce their decoding complexity. Against this background, the novel contributions of this paper are as follows: The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the bit-by-bit based hard PSK detection. The Log-MAP algorithm, the Approx-Log-MAP algorithm, as well as the Max-Log-MAP algorithm designed for soft PSK detection are detailed in Section III. In Sections IV and V, we propose to reduce the complexity of the Approx-Log-MAP algorithm and that of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm, respectively. Our performance results are provided in Section VI, while our conclusions are offered in Section VII.
II. HARD-DECISION AIDED PSK DETECTION For a Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) system, the signal received by N receive antennas may be expressed as:
Observe in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) 
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We note that we deliberately rotated all the constellations of L-PSK (L ≥ 4) in [8] anti-clockwise by a phase of π L , so that there are exactly L/4 constellation points in each quadrant. This feature will be beneficial for reducing the soft PSK detectors' complexity.
III. SOFT-DECISION AIDED PSK DETECTION
For the sake of turbo detection, the hard-decision aided PSK detection should be modified to be able to both accept and to produce soft bit, which is in the form of Log Likelihood Ratios (LLRs). The a posteriori LLRs produced by the Log-MAP algorithm may be expressed as [3] : , when the specific bit b k is fixed to 1 and 0, respectively, while L p , L a and L e denote the a posteriori, the a priori and the extrinsic LLR values, respectively. Given a specific L-PSK symbol s l , its a posteriori symbol probability in Eq. (8) is defined as [10] :
The Log-MAP algorithm of Eq. (8) may be simplified by the so-called Approx-Log-MAP algorithm as [4] :
where jac denotes the corrected Jacobian logarithm, which compensates the differences between the candidate a posteriori symbol probabilities according to a look-up table [4] . When designing a low-complexity soft detector, the socalled Max-Log-MAP algorithm may be invoked [3] :
Since only two maximum a posteriori symbol probabilities are taken into account in Eq. (11), the Max-Log-MAP algorithm imposes a slight performance degradation.
IV. REDUCED-COMPLEXITY SOFT PSK DETECTION USING THE APPROX-LOG-MAP ALGORITHM
Similar to our analysis presented in Eq. (6), the a posteriori symbol probability of Eq. (9) may be extended as:
where both − |zn| 2
N0
and −
are invariant over the candidate variable s n . In other words, these two constants are ignored by the Approx-Log-MAP algorithm, when the a posteriori symbol probabilities are compared to each other. Therefore, Eq. (9) may be simplified as:
where both of
can be calculated and stored before detection. Therefore, the evaluation of 
in Eq. (9) involves a complex-valued subtraction, one complex-valued absolute value calculation, and one real-valued multiplication.
In conclusion, we require the Approx-Log-MAP algorithm of Eq. (10) to evaluate the simplified Eq. (13), instead of using the more complex Eq. (9).
V. REDUCED-COMPLEXITY SOFT PSK DETECTION USING THE MAX-LOG-MAP ALGORITHM
We now take the QPSK constellation of Fig. 1 as an example, where the four a posteriori symbol probabilities of Eq. (13) may be expressed as Eq. (14) . It can be seen that the four candidate a posteriori symbol probabilities all contain three parts, i.e. they are ±
and La(b1)+La(b2) 2
. As a result, the maximum distance d max over these four symbol probabilities d {1,2,3,4} may be obtained by taking the absolute value of the first two parts, i.e. we have:
Therefore, instead of evaluating Eq. (13) four times in Eq. (14), Eq. (15) only has to be evaluated once to obtain the maximum distance d max . Since the Max-Log-MAP algorithm in Eq. (11) requires two maximum a posteriori symbol probabilities, we complete the algorithm as:
is the negated version of the MAP solution {b k } BPS k=1 , which is evaluated by:
which is equivalent to the bit-by-bit based hard QPSK detection of Eq. (7) with the absence of the a priori LLRs. Based on Eq. (16), we propose the following Max-Log-MAP algorithm for soft QPSK detection:
-Step1: The first part of Eq. (15) is evaluated by:
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-Step2: The second part of Eq. (15) is given by:
-Step3: The maximum a posteriori symbol probability d max is found 1 :
-Step4: For the first soft output, we have to evaluate: For our proposed Max-Log-MAP algorithm, the maximum a posteriori symbol probability is no longer obtained by evaluating and comparing all the candidate symbol probabilities. In other words, it is no longer operated on a symbol-by-symbol basis. Since our proposed algorithm is carried out step-bystep, and in each step, only one bit is detected. Therefore we may view our Max-Log-MAP algorithm as a bit-by-bit based reduced-complexity detector. 1 The third part of
is a common constant for dmax and db k max , and therefore it can be omitted. . TABLE II  LOOKUP TABLE FOR COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY real addition/multiplication, comparison, real absolute value calculation +1 complex addtion +2 complex multiplication +6 complex absolute value calculation +3 complex matrix addition (both matrices have u × v elements) +2uv complex matrix multiplication (the matrices have u × v and v × w elements) +(8v − 2)uw complex matrix norm calculation (the matrix has u × v elements)
We summarize the maximum a posteriori symbol probability calculation for different L-PSK schemes in Table I . The complete reduced-complexity Max-Log-MAP algorithm conceived for detecting different L-PSK constellations may be carried out in the same way as that designed for QPSK.
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We provide our simulation results in this section. First of all, we note that our proposed Approx-Log-MAP algorithm using Eq. (13) has the same detection capability as the original Approx-Log-MAP algorithm using Eq. (9). We have arranged both detectors to detect the same channel output associated with the same a priori LLRs, and found that they always produce exactly the same a posteriori LLR values. Secondly, we have also verified that our proposed Max-Log-MAP algorithm designed for soft PSK detection introduced in Section V is completely equivalent to the conventional MaxLog-MAP algorithm using Eq. (9) .
The complexity comparison between the conventional soft PSK detectors and our proposed algorithms is portrayed in Fig. 2 . We quantify the complexity in terms of the total number of floating point calculations required for evaluating a single PSK symbol, and we provide a summary of our complexity results in Table II . Fig. 2 shows that by using the simplified Eq. (13) instead of directly using Eq. (9), our proposed Approx-Log-MAP algorithm exhibits a reduced complexity. This complexity reduction may become more beneficial, once turbo detection is invoked. Furthermore, it is also shown in Fig. 2 that our proposed Max-Log-MAP algorithm introduced in Section V has a substantially lower complexity, than the conventional Max-Log-MAP algorithm introduced in Section III. This is because our proposed Max-Log-MAP algorithm produces each single soft bit output without estimating all the candidate a posteriori symbol probabilities.
The performance of our proposed soft detectors is characterized with the aid of EXIT charts [11] in Fig. 3 , which comfirms that the employment of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm leads to a slight performance loss for soft L-PSK detection, when we have (L > 4) 2 . Fig. 4 further portrays the BER performance of our proposed soft detectors, when they are applied to various coded systems. The TC schematic and the three-component serially concatenated IRCC-URC-PSK schematic may be found in [5] and [13] , respectively. The ergodic Continuous-input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel's (CCMC) capacity and the achievable Discrete-input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel's (DCMC) capacity are calculated according to [6] , [14] . It is evidenced by Fig. 4 that a near-capacity performance may be achieved by the proposed reduced-complexity soft 8PSK detectors with the aid of channel coding and turbo detection. However, a slight performance loss is imposed by using the Max-Log-MAP algorithm, as seen in Fig. 4 . Nonetheless, this loss is limited to 0.2 dB for the IRCC-URC-8PSK scheme. Fig. 5 shows a further performance comparison of QPSK, 8PSK and 16PSK, when they are detected by the proposed reduced-complexity detectors, which are combined with the IRCC and URC coded schemes. It can be seen that a near-capacity performance is achieved by all the three different modulation schemes.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A new method of reducing the complexity of the softdecision aided PSK detection was proposed. We first simplified the a posteriori symbol probability equation evaluated by the Approx-Log-MAP algorithm. We then conceived a new MaxLog-MAP algorithm for PSK detection, where the maximum a posteriori symbol probability may be obtained without estimating and comparing all the candidate symbol probabilities. We applied the proposed soft detection algorithms to both different modulation schemes and to a variety of coded systems. Our simulation results comfirmed that the proposed Approx-Log-MAP algorithm and Max-Log-MAP algorithm are capable of achieving a near-capacity performance at a reduced complexity in channel coding aided turbo detection assisted communication systems.
